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Abstract

In an ideal cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) system, a user query would generate a search over documents in a different language and the relevant results would be presented in the user’s language. In practice, CLIR systems are typically evaluated by judging result relevance in the document language, to factor out the effects of translating the results using machine translation (MT). In this paper, we investigate the influence of four different approaches for integrating MT and CLIR on both retrieval accuracy and user judgment of relevancy. We create a corpus with relevance judgments for both human and machine translated results, and use it to quantify the effect that MT quality has on end-to-end relevance. We find that MT errors result in a 16-39% decrease in mean average precision over the ground truth system that uses human translations. MT errors also caused relevant sentences to appear irrelevant – 5-19% of sentences were relevant in human translation, but were judged irrelevant in MT. To counter this degradation, we present two hybrid retrieval models and two automatic MT post-editing techniques and show that these approaches substantially mitigate the errors and improve the end-to-end relevance.

1 Introduction

With the increasing quality and availability of machine translation (MT) on the Internet, users can consume content in many languages other than their own. Cross-lingual applications go beyond passive consumption to enable users to find, analyze and use information in other languages. In cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR), a query in one language is used to retrieve results from documents in another language. In real life, the results would need to be translated back to the query language for the user to read, but CLIR system evaluations are typically done in the document language, to rule out the effects of MT on understanding result relevance.

Just as CLIR evaluations focus on intrinsic measures of retrieval accuracy without taking into account result translation, MT evaluations are based on intrinsic measures of translation quality without considering the usability of MT output in applications such as CLIR. The fact that MT and CLIR are studied in isolation from each other leaves a large, under-studied gap surrounding the role of MT in real-life applications of CLIR. This paper is an attempt to bridge that gap.

We distinguish CLIR from CLIR with result translation, or translingual IR (TLIR). The TLIR task is: given a query in language $\ell$, and a corpus in language $m$, return relevant results from the corpus, translated from the document language $m$ into the query language $\ell$.\footnote{Note that using MT for CLIR query translation has been studied extensively (Gao et al., 2001; Herbert et al., 2011; Magdy and Jones, 2011) and is not the focus of this paper.} A system that carries out the TLIR task consists of a CLIR model, which is responsible for retrieving and ranking results, as well as an MT system, which is needed to translate results back to the query (user’s) language.

To study the TLIR task, we created a TLIR evaluation corpus with relevance judgments on human translations as well as the output of two MT systems (MT A and MT B). The corpus is based on a standard Arabic-English MT test set. From an MT perspective, this corpus provides an extrinsic, task-based evaluation of MT output; from the viewpoint of CLIR, it models a real-world application, where the end user can read the results of the CLIR system.

We use the TLIR corpus to compare various CLIR models and MT systems on a shared end-to-end task. We find some results that contradict intrinsic evaluations. Although MT A and MT B have similar BLEU scores, MT B performs better on the TLIR task. We compare two baseline CLIR models, and find that the one that performs better in an intrinsic retrieval evaluation actually performs worse in the TLIR evaluation, where both retrieval and result translation are taken into account.
In addition to studying the complete TLIR task, we can also use the corpus to analyze two separate aspects of the task: retrieval accuracy and translated result understanding. MT errors can degrade each of these aspects of the TLIR task. When CLIR models retrieve over machine translated documents, MT errors can lead to recall errors, where the CLIR model fails to retrieve relevant results. On the other hand, even when a relevant result is found, if it is translated incorrectly it can appear irrelevant to the user. We refer to these two types of errors as **lost in retrieval** errors and **lost in translation** errors.

We use the TLIR corpus as a novel testbed to evaluate previously proposed solutions to each of these types of errors. A bilingual CLIR model has been shown to outperform baseline models in a CLIR evaluation without result translation (Parton et al., 2008); here we show that it also helps in a TLIR setting because it addresses many lost in retrieval errors as well as some lost in result translation errors. Automatic post-editors (APEs) have been shown to improve intrinsic MT quality (Marček et al., 2011); here we compare the impact of adequacy-oriented APEs on lost in translation errors in the TLIR task.

In the next section, we motivate our work by explaining how MT errors can impact the TLIR task. Then we describe the TLIR evaluation corpus and how we use it to analyze the effect of different MT systems and CLIR models on TLIR performance (Section 3). After describing the experimental setup (Section 4), we present an analysis of two baseline approaches to TLIR that suffer from lost in retrieval errors and lost in translation errors (Section 5). We experiment with bilingual retrieval models to address the lost in retrieval errors (Section 6), and APEs to address the lost in translation errors (Section 7). By integrating CLIR and MT more closely and evaluating them in an end-to-end task, we are able to improve over the baseline approaches.

## 2 Motivation

CLIR enables users to find information in languages they do not know, but CLIR search results are not immediately useful because a separate MT system must be applied before the user can read the results. Shared CLIR tasks have been run by TREC, NTCIR and CLEF across a variety of language pairs and domains, and in nearly all cases, relevance is judged in the document language. These evaluations are insufficient for evaluating retrieval models, but inadequate for assessing the usefulness of an end-to-end TLIR system: even if a system returns all the relevant results, if they are translated poorly, the user will not be able to understand them.

As with CLIR, MT systems are usually evaluated intrinsically with human judgments of adequacy and fluency, or with automatic metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). These evaluations are aimed at open-domain, task-agnostic MT, so they seek to balance fluency and adequacy. In contrast, for **task-embedded MT**, where MT is used to translate the results of a cross-lingual application, adequacy may be more important than fluency (or vice versa).

Evaluating task-embedded MT is more difficult than evaluating either the task or the MT alone. In a CLIR evaluation, Hakkani-Tür et al. (2007) were unable to judge against MT output “because when the translation quality is poor that procedure tends to be too subjective and MT system-specific.” In a large-scale translational evaluation for the GALE distillation (question-answering) task, inter-annotator consistency on relevance judgments over MT ranged from 59-89% (Glenn et al., 2011). The Interactive Track at CLEF has also carried out TLIR evaluations (Oard and Gonzalo, 2003), though the evaluations were relatively small in scale because they involved in-depth user studies.
2.1 MT Adequacy Errors

MT systems make a variety of errors which may degrade translation fluency, adequacy or both. In the TLIR task, adequacy is more important because users are searching for specific pieces of information. The MT errors that most impact the TLIR task include named entity (NE) mistranslation and missing content words.

NEs are crucial for many search and IR tasks: Guo et al. (2009) report that 71% of Bing web queries contain NEs, and in a recent question-answering shared task (DARPA GALE Y2), over 90% of the queries contained NEs. Yet NEs are particularly challenging for MT systems to translate correctly (Hermjakob et al., 2008), which can have a major impact on search result translation. NEs are frequently out-of-vocabulary (OOV), and many MT systems delete OOV words, as in Figure 1, where the NE deletion causes the sentence to appear irrelevant to the query. Alternatively, OOV words may also be left in the source language or transliterated. In this example, the user would not be able to understand the NE if it were left in Arabic or if it were transliterated poorly (e.g., the Buckwalter transliteration is fEnww).

Another type of adequacy error that impacts TLIR is deleted or missing content words. (We refer to content words that are mistranslated as function words as missing since they appear deleted to the user, but not to the MT system.) Manual error analysis has shown that missing content words produce adequacy errors across different language pairs and different types of SMT systems (Condon et al., 2010; Vilar et al., 2006; Popović and Ney, 2007).

2.2 MT Errors and TLIR

MT errors affect TLIR differently depending on which model is used for retrieval. Two naive TLIR baseline systems are simple pipelines of independent MT and CLIR systems, which are demonstrated in Figure 1. In the document translation (DT) approach, the Arabic corpus is translated offline and then indexed in the query language, English. At query time, a monolingual search in the query language (English) is performed, and the MT sentences are retrieved. In the query translation (QT) approach, the corpus is indexed in the document language (Arabic). At query time, the English query is translated into the document language and Arabic sentences are retrieved. Then MT is run to translate the results into the query language (English).

Figure 1 shows how an MT error can affect each of these retrieval models in different ways. In the DT approach, the indexed MT sentence is missing the NE, so at query time, it cannot be retrieved by the English query. In terms of CLIR, this is a recall error. We refer to this as a lost in retrieval error.

In the QT approach, the English query is translated into Arabic using MT and additional resources. In the QT pipeline in Figure 1, the Arabic sentence is retrieved and then translated using MT. However, when the user sees the sentence, it appears irrelevant because there is no mention of the query. In CLIR, this would not be considered an error, since the sentence is relevant in Arabic. In TLIR, it is a precision error because an irrelevant result was returned. But the error is due only to a loss in MT adequacy and not due to the retrieval model. We refer to this as a lost in translation error.

When MT errors occur, they cause lost in retrieval errors in the DT model and any retrieval model that relies on translated documents. The QT model avoids lost in retrieval errors, but is still affected by lost in translation errors, where the relevant information is garbled or missing due to MT. In our experiments, we quantify these errors and their impact on the end-to-end TLIR system, and evaluate two approaches to mitigating these errors.

3 TLIR Evaluation Corpus

In the English-Arabic TLIR task, the system is presented with an English query and a set of Arabic documents. The goal is to find all Arabic sentences relevant to the query and return them machine translated into English. Each experimental setting consists of a CLIR model and an MT system; we experiment with four CLIR models and three types of translations (human translations, MT A and MT B). As in a standard IR evaluation, we run a set of English test queries on all systems and pool the top \( k \) returned translated sentences. Then we ask annotators to judge each query-sentence pair as Relevant or Not Relevant. We aggregate the judgments using mean average precision (MAP), defined below.

One of the challenges in evaluating TLIR is finding an appropriate evaluation corpus. The ideal corpus would enable us to measure both retrieval relevance and MT quality, so we would like a corpus
that has human translations (HTs) as well as query-result relevance judgments. CLIR corpora are very large datasets with query-document pairs annotated in the document language. It is expensive to translate such large corpora with MT and infeasible to translate manually. In contrast, MT test sets have reference translations, but are small in comparison.

To create the TLIR evaluation corpus, we augment a standard MT test set (NIST MT08 Arabic-English) with queries and sentence-level relevance judgments: we create 94 queries for 813 sentences in the newswire (NW) corpus, and 77 queries for 547 sentences in the web (WB) corpus. This is a tiny corpus by CLIR standards. We are explicitly trading off the size of the corpus in order to have ultimately interested in the impact of MT errors on TLIR. For each query-sentence pair, we collect two types of relevance judgments:

**HT relevance**: Relevance judgments on the HT of each sentence. Human translation is the upper bound for TLIR result translation quality.

**MT relevance**: Relevance judgments on each MT version of each sentence. Annotators judge MT relevance without seeing the HT, so sentences that are garbled during MT are judged irrelevant even when the HT version of the sentence is actually relevant.

### 3.1 TLIR Queries

Our task was inspired by the GALE distillation task, which was an open-ended, template-based cross-lingual question answering task with result translation. Since the queries in that task focused on NEs, we chose to base our queries on NEs. Specifically, annotators were asked “Which sentences contain facts about NE?” The instructions emphasized that merely mentioning the NE was neither necessary nor sufficient for relevance. For instance, “The US President visited France in 2012.” is relevant to a query about Barack Obama despite not mentioning his name. It is not relevant to a query about the US, even though the US is mentioned, because there is no fact about the US. This type of query is interesting because it requires sentence-level MT understanding. If a sentence is completely garbled, it does not have a fact, so it is not relevant.

### 3.2 Evaluation Metric

For results using HT relevance, we report the mean average precision (MAP), which takes into account both recall and precision (Manning et al., 2008). MAP is a standard metric for evaluating ranked results that is commonly used in IR evaluations. This metric summarizes the overall performance of the system by taking the mean over all queries of the average precision across all levels of recall. More formally, for a query \( q \), denote by \( \text{Rel}_{q}^{HT} \) the set of all HT sentences that are relevant to \( q \). Then for each result \( d_{q} \) in a set of \( n \) ranked results, relevance, precision at \( k \) and average precision are defined as:

\[
\text{rel}_{HT}^{HT}(d_{q}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } d_{q} \in \text{Rel}_{q}^{HT} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{Prec}(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{rel}_{HT}^{HT}(d_{q}^{i})}{k}
\]

\[
\text{AvePrec} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (\text{Prec}(k) \times \text{rel}_{HT}^{HT}(d_{q}^{k}))}{|\text{Rel}_{q}^{HT}|}
\]

MAP is the average of AvePrec over all the queries.

When evaluating TLIR, a result is relevant only if it is actually relevant (in HT) and is perceived as relevant by the user (in MT). Let \( \text{Rel}_{q}^{MT} \) represent the set of all MT sentences that are relevant to \( q \). We will consider a sentence \( d_{q} \) is relevant to a query \( q \) only if it is in \( \text{Rel}_{q}^{MT} \) in addition to \( \text{Rel}_{q}^{HT} \). Formally, the relevance, precision and average precision are defined as:

\[
\text{rel}_{MT}^{MT}(d_{q}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } d_{q} \in (\text{Rel}_{q}^{MT} \cap \text{Rel}_{q}^{HT}) \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{Prec}(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{rel}_{MT}^{MT}(d_{q}^{i})}{k}
\]

\[
\text{AvePrec} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (\text{Prec}(k) \times \text{rel}_{MT}^{MT}(d_{q}^{k}))}{|\text{Rel}_{q}^{HT}|}
\]

For a given retrieval model and MT test set, HT MAP measures how good the retrieval model is, independent of whether the end-user can understand the results, while MAP using MT relevance measures both retrieval and result understanding. In other words, MT MAP is essentially regular (HT) MAP with a penalty for results that cannot be understood in translation.

### 3.3 Analysis Methods

Since we have relevance judgments on both HT and MT, we can compare the TLIR performance upper bound (on HT) to the TLIR performance using MT, and quantify the percent lost due to MT. We can also...
### Experiments

#### 4.1 Query Extraction

Queries were created by running the Stanford NE recognizer (Finkel et al., 2005) on one of the HTs. This list of all possible NE queries for the corpus was filtered to remove near-duplicates and incorrectly tagged phrases. After relevance annotation, queries that had one or zero results were filtered. The average number of relevant sentences per query was 8 for NW and 5 for WB.

#### 4.2 MT systems

We use two pre-existing state-of-the-art Arabic-English SMT systems with widely different implementations. MT A was built using HiFST (de Gispert et al., 2010), a hierarchical phrase-based SMT system implemented using finite state transducers. It is trained on all the parallel corpora in the NIST MT08 Arabic Constrained Data track (5.9M parallel sentences). The first-pass 4-gram language model (LM) is trained on the English side of the parallel text and Gigaword 3. The second-pass 5-gram LM is a zero-cutoff stupid-backoff (Brants et al., 2007) estimated using 6.6B words of English newswire text.

MT B was built using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), and is a non-hierarchical phrase-based system. It is trained on 3.2M sentences of parallel text using several LDC corpora including some available only through the GALE program (e.g., LDC2004T17, LDC2004E72, LDC2005E46 and LDC2004T18). The data includes some sentences from the ISI corpus (LDC2007T08) and UN corpus (LDC2004E13) selected to specifically add vocabulary absent in the other resources. The Arabic text is tokenized and lemmatized using the MADA+TOKAN system (Habash et al., 2009). The system uses a 5-gram LM that was trained on Gigaword 4. Both systems are tuned for BLEU score using MERT.

The BLEU scores for MT A and MT B on NW are 51.32 and 51.23, respectively; and on WB, 36.15 and 37.60, respectively. Based on these scores, MT A and MT B are comparable in quality.

#### 4.3 Relevance Annotation

The same HT that was used to create the queries was also used as the gold standard for collecting relevance judgments. While an ideal CLIR evaluation would have gold relevance measured in the source language, Arabic annotations were difficult to get.
and we opted for a large quantity of reference annotations instead of a small set of source language annotations. The relevance judgments were done on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) using Crowdflower\(^3\) to filter for trusted workers. Relevance judgments on AMT have been shown to have high agreement with TREC raters (Alonso and Baeza-Yates, 2011). We pooled the top-10 results of each TLIR run and crowd-sourced 3 relevance judgments each on three versions of each query-sentence pair: the HT and both MT versions.

4.4 Baseline Systems

Document Translation For DT, the translated English sentences are indexed, and the query is run against the indexed translations. An index is built for each version of the corpus: HT, MT A and MT B.

Query Translation For QT, the Arabic source sentences are indexed, and the English query is translated into an Arabic query in order to do monolingual search in Arabic. The QT method uses a cascaded approach to query translation, and then converts the translated query into a structured query (Pirkola, 1998). The first step in translation is a NE dictionary built from Wikipedia, the CIA world factbook and the NEs from the Buckwalter analyzer dictionary (Buckwalter, 2004). Since all of the queries are NEs, this dictionary is a high-precision, but low recall resource. If the translation is not found, a phrase table from MT B is used as a dictionary. The final back-off searches a large corpus of machine translated documents, which is a lower precision resource. This resource simulates the task context that a large CLIR corpus would provide; prior work has shown that words that are deleted in one sentence are often successfully translated in others (Ma and McKeown, 2009). If the translation is still not found, the original query is expanded using synonyms extracted from Wikipedia, and then the cascaded translation is applied again.

5 Analysis of Baselines

Figure 2 shows results from all experimental settings; in this section we discuss the results for QT and DT. All of the models are evaluated on the newswire and web genres (the top and bottom charts, respectively) and MT A and MT B (left and right, respectively). Each setting is analyzed four different ways, summarized in Table 1.

This analysis demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of the different models. The QT model is unaffected by retrieval errors, since retrieval is done in the document language only (MAP is the same for Gold and Lost in Retrieval bars), but is significantly degraded by result translation errors. For instance, for QT in the MT A NW setting, the MAP is 19% lower when results are judged in MT instead of HT (Lost in Translation vs. Gold).

On the other hand, lost in retrieval errors have a significant impact on the DT model because it fails to retrieve sentences with MT errors. Across various conditions, MAP for DT decreases by 16-39% when retrieval is done using MT instead of HT (Lost in Retrieval vs. Gold).

In all cases, QT has higher MAP than DT in the Lost in Retrieval setting, and the reverse is true in the Lost in Translation setting. If we ignore result translations, as in a standard CLIR evaluation, the QT model is better than DT. When we ignore MT errors during retrieval but annotate relevance in MT, the DT model is better than QT. In other words, translated sentences that “look” relevant are ranked higher by DT than by QT.

In the End-to-end evaluation, where MT is used for both retrieval and relevance annotation, the results depend on the genre. In the NW genre, DT has higher end-to-end MAP than QT. In the WB genre, even though DT has higher MAP than QT when HT is used for retrieval (the lost in translation setting), its much lower retrieval accuracy (the lost in retrieval setting) ultimately makes the end-to-end DT MAP lower than QT. We attribute the poor performance of DT on WB to the difficulty of the genre: the text is informal and harder to translate, and as a result, there are more MT errors. If we consider the drop from Gold to End-to-end, we can see that it is larger in the WB genre than in NW (across all conditions). The relatively worse MT quality has a measurable impact on the TLIR task.

Across all settings, MT B has higher MAP than MT A. Although both systems have similar BLEU scores on the evaluation corpora, when we looked at the examples, we found that MT B had much better NE translation, which is crucial for this task. The extrinsic TLIR evaluation shows the relative usefulness of the MT systems, which the intrinsic mea-
sures of MT quality could not capture.

Similarly, results of the intrinsic CLIR evaluation do not always match results from the full end-to-end TLIR task. For instance, in the NW genre, QT has higher MAP than DT in the CLIR evaluation (Lost in Retrieval), but DT has higher (translated) MAP than QT in the TLIR evaluation (End-to-End). This highlights the limitations of evaluating CLIR models without taking result translation into account.

6 Lost and Found in Retrieval

The baseline QT and DT models are both severely affected by errors in MT. A better retrieval model would retrieve all the relevant results, but rank the translations that appear relevant the highest. Several hybrid methods for combining QT and DT exist. For instance, McCarley (1999) and Chen and Gey (2003) describe methods for combining the results of separate QT and DT searches using re-ranking. We chose to use the simultaneous multilingual IR (SMLIR) model from (Parton et al., 2008) because it requires only a single index and a single search at runtime, and does not require tuning a re-ranker.

**SMLIR**: In the SMLIR model, each sentence is indexed as a bilingual sentence with different fields for each language, and the structured query is composed of both query-language and document-language terms. In a CLIR evaluation without result translation, SMLIR outperformed both QT and DT.

**QT-rerank**: The SMLIR model uses an offline MT system to do a full corpus translation, which maybe infeasible depending on the size of the corpus and the available compute power. As an alternative, we introduce the QT-rerank model, which uses the same intuition as the SMLIR model, but relies on an online MT system to translate search results only rather than the full corpus. The QT-rerank model retrieves results using QT only, then translates the results using an online MT system, and finally re-ranks the translated results using DT.

Table 2 summarizes the different CLIR models we evaluate, and Table 3 compares the effect of an MT error on result ranking in different models.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MT</th>
<th>QT-rerank</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>SMLIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct MT</td>
<td>Vanunu</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOV</td>
<td>fEnww</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>empty</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Given a sentence with a single Arabic NE, the rows show three different MT outputs and their ranking according to the different CLIR models. DT retrieves only the correct MT. QT retrieves all of them, but cannot distinguish between them. SMLIR retrieves all of them and ranks the correct MT highest (as would QT-rerank).
retrieval errors. In the lost in retrieval setting, the SMLIR model always does better than either QT or DT alone. The document language part of the query ensures that relevant sentences are not missed during retrieval due to MT errors, and the query language part of the query gives higher rank to retrieved sentences that are translated correctly.

Although the hybrid models were designed to improve retrieval only, SMLIR also helps lose in translation errors in the web genre. This is because sentences that match in both the query language and the document language are ranked higher than sentences that match in only one language, so the highest ranking sentences tend to be those that are actually relevant in translation.

By reducing lost in retrieval errors and some lost in translation errors, the SMLIR model is able to achieve higher end-to-end MAP than either QT or DT alone across all settings.

The QT-rerank model also has better end-to-end performance than either DT or QT alone. QT-rerank does not use the query language during the first-pass retrieval, only during the second pass reranking. This means that sentences ranked low by QT but high by DT may be missed by QT-rerank, but will be returned by SMLIR. For MT A, QT-rerank does as well or better than SMLIR, while for MT B, SMLIR has better end-to-end performance. In other words, QT-rerank has the advantages of SMLIR without the overhead of translating the full corpus.

7 Lost and Found in Result Translation

Figure 3 shows the Lost in Translation errors (where sentences were judged relevant in HT but not in MT) as a percent of query-sentence pairs. In these cases, even a retrieval model with perfect recall would not help, since the problem is in the MT only.

Automatic post-editors (APEs) can be used to correct specific types of errors in MT output, for example: English determiner selection (Knight and Chander, 1994), grammatical agreement in Czech (Mareček et al., 2011), and grammatical errors in English (Doyon et al., 2008) and Swedish (Stymne and Ahrenberg, 2010). APEs are also useful for adapting the output of task-agnostic MT systems to the needs of a particular task. This is important, since application developers often use out-of-the-box MT systems that cannot be re-trained or re-tuned. For the TLIR task, the goal is to use APE to correct MT errors before showing translated results to the user.

7.1 Adequacy-Oriented APEs

Since adequacy is crucial for TLIR, we use two adequacy-oriented APEs that are described in more detail in (Parton et al., 2012). There, manual evaluation showed that 30-56% of the translations edited by the APEs had improved adequacy. In this paper, we use the TLIR evaluation corpus as a novel testbed for these APEs, to see whether improved adequacy leads to an improvement in TLIR relevance.

Both APEs focus on phrase-level adequacy errors that impact TLIR: content words that are not translated at all, content words that are translated to function words, and mistranslated NEs. They use part of speech tags in the source and target language as well as word alignments from the MT system to flag possible errors (e.g., a noun translated into a determiner would get flagged.) Then, the resources from query translation (described in 4.4) are used to find a list of suggestions for each flagged Arabic word or phrase. The APEs differ in how they apply the suggestions:

APE1: Rule-Based APE: The rule-based APE takes the top-ranked translation suggestion and inserts it into the translated sentence. A simple set of rules uses the word alignments of the adjacent Arabic words to determine where to insert the suggested word, and whether to overwrite the existing translation or insert the suggestion next to it. APE1 always edits flagged errors unless the rules fail to determine an insertion point: 85-100% of sentences with errors were post-edited.

APE2: Feedback APE: The feedback APE passes the full list of translation suggestions back to the MT system and re-translates the source sentence using the same MT system, given the new translations. The advantage of APE2 is that the MT system can modify other parts of the sentence to make the post-edited output more fluent, rather than just inserting a word in the middle of an existing translation. The behavior of the feedback APE depends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MT</th>
<th>And was released in April, 2004 after he had spent 18 years in prison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APE1</td>
<td>And was vanunu released in April, 2004 after he had spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 years in prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APE2</td>
<td>Vanunu was released in April, 2004 after he had spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 years in prison</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Adequacy-oriented APE on the MT from Figure 1.
on how each MT system handles the feedback: for MT A, it modified 83-90% of sentences with flagged errors, while for MT B, it changed only 63-74%.

Figure 3 shows the differences between the APEs: while both APEs add the deleted NE back into the sentence, APE2 results in a more fluent translation.

7.2 Results

Both APEs were run on all MT sentences. We collected 5 relevance judgments on post-edited sentences that were lost in translation errors (relevant in HT but not in MT), and on a sample of post-edited sentences that were relevant in both MT and HT, to measure the effect of errors made by the APEs.

Figure 3 shows the percent of errors that were corrected by the APEs – sentence-query pairs that were relevant in HT, irrelevant in MT, and relevant in post-edited MT. The APEs had a positive impact on result relevance, with 16-28% of MT A errors and 4-9% of MT B errors corrected. Since APE1 is more aggressive than APE2 in editing more often, it corrects more errors. Both APEs rarely caused a relevant MT sentence to look irrelevant (less than 0.01% of the time). These results show that adequacy improvements in the translated results can lead to improved end-to-end TLIR relevance.

8 Discussion

We presented a TLIR evaluation that quantified the impact of result translation on retrieval and translated relevance, as well as on the end-to-end system. The QT and DT baselines that simply pipelined CLIR and MT were significantly degraded by MT errors compared to HT upper bounds. The TLIR evaluation corpus that we created was a crucial resource for this analysis, and also provided an experimental framework for testing proposed improvements over the baseline CLIR and MT systems. Task-based evaluation of MT highlights specific errors that affect translation usefulness that are not evident from standard MT evaluations: while MT A and MT B had similar BLEU scores on newswire, MT A had worse translated relevance because MT B was better at translating NEs.

Similarly, while the standard QT CLIR model performed better in the intrinsic evaluation (without result translation), DT had better relevance in translation. Results showed that the hybrid model SMLIR exploited these complementary advantages to outperform both QT and DT. We also introduced a new hybrid model, QT-rerank, which performed as well as SMLIR, but uses online result translation instead of translating the full corpus offline.

We also experimented with modifying the MT output to improve result relevance. We applied two adequacy-oriented APEs to sentences that were relevant in HT, but irrelevant in MT. The APEs corrected adequacy errors such as missing content words and mistranslated NEs, which are particularly crucial to our TLIR task. The APEs improved sentence relevance 4-28% of the time.

SMLIR and QT-rerank were successful because they integrated result translations into the retrieval model, while the adequacy-oriented APEs used the CLIR task context to find translation suggestions that ultimately improved MT adequacy. In both cases, by coupling the MT and CLIR more closely, we were able to improve the end-to-end TLIR system. We believe that other cross-lingual applications could also benefit from tighter integration with MT.

Recent work in MT confidence estimation and task-embedded MT offers more opportunities for improving the quality and ranking of translated results for TLIR. TrustRank (Soricut and Echihabi, 2010) ranks the quality of translations from good to bad. Specia et al. (2011) use confidence estimation to predict MT adequacy, with a special emphasis on NEs. In the future, it would be interesting to apply these confidence estimators to the TLIR task, to rerank translations by both quality and relevance.
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